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Introduction
If you want to improve your writing, you need to write. 

There’s no way around it.

Writing prompts are a good way to warm up, to practice, and feel better 

about writing. 

This book is designed to get you writing, one sentence at a time. It’s also 

designed to remind you of what makes good writing—things like trimming 

excess words, writing in a conversational tone, eliminating jargon, and being 

mindful of all those exclamation points(!).

Write well, and people will want to read what you write. If not, you’ll lose 

them before the last period in the first paragraph.

My earliest writing was in letters to family and friends  —a receptive, and 

telling, audience. The more I wrote I noticed some letters got more attention 

than others. 

Letters with opening lines like: “The neighbor’s chickens are squawking.” 

And, “It’s so cold even the dog wore a coat,” were the letters people talked 

about. 
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Their feedback changed how I wrote. 

Instead of starting with “Just-a-note-to-say” greetings, I started my letters 

with a statement—a one sentence introduction followed by a story I wanted 

to share. 

Challenging myself to craft a one sentence introduction made the writing 

more interesting and creative. 

There are 10 writing prompts in this ebook; short sentences designed to 

jumpstart your writing practice. 

The challenge is to use the prompt as the first line in your writing. You 

can write from experience or use your imagination.

You’ll also find 10 writing tips—a reminder to study and revisit what makes 

good writing. And here are three books that can help you with your writing: 

• On Writing Well by William Zinsser

• Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott

• Words Fail Me by Patricia T. O’Conner

They are all inviting, easy to read, and informative. They help me keep my 

writing sharp, and they can do the same for you. Once sentence at a time.

The challenge 
is to use the 

prompt as the 
first line

in your writing
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Prompt #1: 

It was early in the morning.

The only way to get started is to write.
Warm up with a list of words and write what 

comes to mind. Try not to edit yourself 
until you’ve got something to edit.
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Prompt #2: 

I thought it would be easy.

Write in a conversational tone. Imagine you’re 
talking with someone. If it helps, say out loud 

what you’re thinking and write it down.
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Prompt #3: 

It took longer than expected.

Limit your use of exclamation points. There’s 
no need to inform your readers they should be 
surprised or shocked by what they’re reading. 

Your writing should lead them there.
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Avoid jargon, lingo, common phrases, 
and foreign words. Find ways to say what 

you want to say in your own words.

Prompt #4: 

It was my first job.
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Prompt #5: 

The weather wasn’t cooperating.

If you’re writing online articles and blog 
posts, keep paragraphs to two or three 

sentences. It’s more inviting for the reader.
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Prompt #6: 

I wasn’t sure which way to go.

Get rid of unnecessary words. There’s no 
need to write, “It was very hot.” Hot is hot.
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Prompt #7: 

It started as a hobby.

Read your writing out loud. You’ll 
stumble over awkward passages and 

sentences that aren’t working. 
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Prompt #8: 

There was no turning back.

Use details in your writing. Instead of, “It was 
a long ride,” write about what made it a long 

ride: “It was four hours of highway driving 
followed by an hour of bumper to bumper 

traffic, brake lights, and stop lights.”
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Vary the length of your sentences. 
Following a long sentence with a short 
one gives your readers the pause they 

need. And the emphasis you want.

Prompt #9: 

The competition was tough.
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Prompt #10: 

It was time to go.

Good writing comes from rewriting. Are your 
paragraphs in the right order? Are there words 

you could eliminate? Can you swap a vague 
word with one that’s more descriptive?



Put it in writing 
Writing is one of the best ways to organize your thoughts and make 
sense of what you know. You can publish your writing in books, blog 
posts, and articles. 

If you write about the work you do, your writing can boost your profile 
and position you as an expert in your field.

Write for yourself. Not a tell-all diary, but a record of your experience 
and expertise.

Use the prompts in this book to get started.

Want to publish your writing? 
Get professional help.

• Talk to an editor. Editors can help organize your thoughts and 
 focus your writing.
• Hire a proofreader. It’s easy to miss things.

Are you ready? Need some help? 

Call 207-252-9757 or visit the Composition1206 website today to 
connect and talk about your project.

Together we’ll make you look like the professional you are—one sentence 
at a time. 

Christine Richards
nonfiction book design

copywriting • editing • design
www.composition1206.com
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